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Veneto MaxiVeneto 

Veneto & Veneto Maxi Umbrellas
The Veneto umbrellas are sleek, sophisticated and so easy to use. The unique cantilevered umbrella with retractable closing system makes a 
strong visual statement while providing maximum shade in outdoor areas. Venetos are extremely versatile and can be positioned at a variety 
of angles and may be turned a full 360º.

Frames are available in black, white, or aluminum color. Veneto is the ideal umbrella system for outdoor seating areas.

Veneto Umbrella Colors 
*UPF 50+ filters 100% of UV rays

Black Bordeaux Grey Taupe White Natural Terra Cotta

360º

Veneto Tilts up to 60º and Rotates 360º

Acrylic

Dimension Options
Veneto - 10’W  x  10’D  x  9.8’H 
Veneto - 11.5’W  x  11.5’D  x  10.2’H
Veneto - 10’W  x  13’D  x  10.2’H
Veneto Maxi  - 13’W  x  13’D  x  10.8’H



Voilá Umbrella
 
Voilá redefines the concept of how umbrellas should look. Its unusual shape is inspired by the sea and birds of flight. Voilá is the 
perfect fusion of wind resistance, functionality, and design. The easy-to-open umbrella will make a unique enhancement to any 
outdoor environment. Optional sizes and bases are available. Frame is aluminum color. 

Grey Taupe AcrylicWhite Acrylic Grey Taupe AcrylicWhite Acrylic

Voilá Umbrella Colors

BC55MA4 Cement Grit Base BF6565D Steel Base BF6565Z Zinc Steel BaseBC35A4 Cement Grit Slab

6.6’ x 6.6’ x 8’  Voila Bases

BTT45 and BTC
Steel tube for ground fixing 

and support for ground fixing

BC55MA4 or BC80MA4 
Cement Grit Base

BF6666D or BF6565D
 Steel Base

BF6666Z or BF6565Z 
Zinc Steel Base

BTT55 and BTC
Steel tube for ground fixing 

and support for ground fixing

10’ x 10’ x 8.6’  Voila Bases

Dimension Options
6.6’W  x  6.6’D  x  8’H   (24lbs. + base)
10’W  x  10’D  x  8.6’H   (31lbs. + base) 



We reserve the right to alter product specifications without notice.
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Réve Umbrella
The dreamy, circular shaped umbrella has a unique flat canopy that when fully deployed provides greater wind resistance than a 
standard umbrella canopy. The open and close design is extremely simple and easy to use. Opens in a “reverse” method pushing up 
from the bottom to deploy. Includes ribs with “Easy Change” system for simple and quick part replacement, should undue damage 
occur to your umbrella. The frame is aluminum color. 

BC55MA4 Cement Grit Base BF6565D Steel Base BF6565Z Zinc Steel BaseBC35A4 Cement Grit Slab

Réve Bases

BTT45 and BTC
Steel tube for ground fixing 

and support for ground fixing

White Acrylic

Voilá Umbrella Colors Dimensions
7.2’W  x  7.2’D  x  7.5’H 


